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論 文 内 容 の 要 旨 
 The experimental investigation for the heat transport in inertial confinement fusion targets is described in this 
thesis.  The inertial confinement fusion (ICF) target, a kind of the nuclear fusion system, requires high density 
compression of fuels.  The spherical implosion with high power laser drive can compress the fuel to the fusion 
ignition condition.  However, the hydrodynamic instabilities and preheating of the ICF targets are the crucial 
problems. 
 A novel scheme for the reduction of hydrodynamic instability growth by enhancing the non-local electron heat 
transport is reported.  The hydrodynamic instabilities disturb the uniform compression in ICF targets.  In 
particular, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI), which grows the slight perturbation at the accelerating target 
surface, is most dangerous phenomena.  To reduce the RTI growth, the density scale length should be enlarged 
by electron or x-ray.  By mixing longer wavelength laser light than drive laser light, the non-local electron heat 
transport is enhanced and the density scale length is enlarged.  It named the “cocktail-color irradiation”.  The 
reduction of RTI growth with cocktail-color irradiation is demonstrated in experiments. 
 Understanding the heat transport is also important to increase the compression performance for inertial 
confinement fusion (ICF) targets.  X-ray and high-energetic electrons, generated from ablation plasma, 
penetrate into the inner fuel of the target.  Since much more pressure is required to compress the hot fuel than 
compressing cold one, the ICF targets prefer not to be preheated.  This thesis reports the experiments for the 
preheat measurement of the planar targets corresponding to the ICF fuel and ablator.  The difference of 
preheating between two wavelengths of irradiated laser is reported. 





























 長波長レーザー照射による Reyleigh-Taylor 不安定性の抑制にともない、非局所電子熱輸送による密度（圧縮率）
の先行加熱による圧縮率の低下が懸念されるため、その先行加熱温度の増大についても実験的に検証した。実験結果
より、先行加熱の温度は慣性核融合のターゲット設計の許容範囲に収まっていることが確認された。 
 以上により、多波長照射法による Rayleigh-Taylor 不安定性の安定化は、慣性核融合ターゲットの高密度爆縮に有
効な手法であることが明らかであることを示した。 
 よって、本論文は博士（理学）の学位論文として十分価値あるものと認める。 
